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lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 22 Jan 2010 17:45
_____________________________________

tonite shabbos parshas bo (or boi)

please wherever you are lets do a communal lichaim at 8:30

nmw

the minhag is woodfored

any schnapps will be acceptible

so

its a date

tonite

8:30

woodford around the world

ohh the israelis

hmm
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let them drink arak and pitzuchim

goooooooood shhabbbos

oy yoy shabbos koidesh

8;30

its a hoot!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 08 Feb 2010 20:56
_____________________________________

Jedem?

Listerene?

Anything!!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by imtrying25 - 08 Feb 2010 21:25
_____________________________________

Lechaim Rebbe. Is the pub open tonight i think i can use a lechaim!!
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========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by shemirateinayim - 17 Feb 2010 01:28
_____________________________________

That picture was merly photoshopped!!!

You can tell by comparing the actual label's contrast, with the blurry "glittery" contrast of the
additional printing.  And more obviosly, at the end of the line 'Woodford reserve' the last letters
begin a slight bent, with the countours of the bottle. In the addition, it remains perfectly strait,
even though it extends beyond the width of the original bottled lettering.

But a good laugh none the less. 

Can we rasie some money by sending GYE shaloch mannos.  I can volenteer the womens
forum to pack and deliver them, in addition to spending many sleepless nights designing a
theme.  And best of all, we send a bottle of personalised woodford to everyone!!!!  (and if you
won't reveal your mailing adress, we'll just send it all to Reb Bards... :D)

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 18 Feb 2010 20:22
_____________________________________

major lecahim in all kretchmers this shabbos

guys get your woodfords ready!!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by imtrying25 - 18 Feb 2010 23:47
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_____________________________________

LETS GET READY TO.......................................RUMBLE WOODFORD!!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 19 Feb 2010 13:47
_____________________________________

Lchaim around the world!!! Tonite

830

Lchaim yidden

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by Noorah BAmram - 19 Feb 2010 18:15
_____________________________________

Lchaim to all entire chabura kadisha tonight @ 8 i will lift up 2 glasses one of Woodford the
other of ......Crown Royal ;D ;D ;D

??? ? ???? ???? ????? ???....???? ???????...????? ????? ????...????? ???? ????? ??????

?????.... ?????.... ?????.....

  :D :D :D 

Wishing each and everyone the most beautiful, restful, pleasurable and  sweet Shabbos.

Good Shabbos Good Shabbos Good Shabbos
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Noorah

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by sci1977 - 21 Feb 2010 04:05
_____________________________________

lchaim bards!!  have a great week. 

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by imtrying25 - 21 Feb 2010 16:32
_____________________________________

Noorah BAmram wrote on 19 Feb 2010 18:15:

Lchaim to all entire chabura kadisha tonight @ 8 i will lift up 2 glasses one of Woodford the
other of ......Crown Royal ;D ;D ;D

??? ? ???? ???? ????? ???....???? ???????...????? ????? ????...????? ???? ????? ??????

?????.... ?????.... ?????.....

   :D :D :D 

Wishing each and everyone the most beautiful, restful, pleasurable and  sweet Shabbos.

Good Shabbos Good Shabbos Good Shabbos
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Noorah

 
Hey noorah, after reading this post you have worked up my ta'aveh to have a lechaim with you!
So nu?? :D :D :D :D

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 26 Feb 2010 16:45
_____________________________________

LCHAIM TONITE 8:30!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by silentbattle - 26 Feb 2010 20:30
_____________________________________

I'll try - though I may not be able to restrain myself...

Confession - tonight's l'chaim is going to be on something yummy - frangelico, or possibly
kahlua, or something similar...

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by fightingyyid - 26 Feb 2010 20:31
_____________________________________

i'll make it a double!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 05 Mar 2010 18:13
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_____________________________________

LCHAIM TOOO THE WORLD IT WILL BE A HUGE YUMMY HAPPY SHABBOS!!

WHO IS JOINING MY WORLD WIDE LCHAIM??

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by Yosef Hatzadik - 06 May 2010 18:37
_____________________________________

bardichev wrote on 28 Jan 2010 19:19:

OK

NOW ITS

THURSDAT

A DAY BEFORE SHABBOS

WE ARE LOOKING TO ARRANGE A MASSIVE LICHAIM

FOR THIS SHABBOS AT 8:30

WHO IS IN??
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========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 06 May 2010 18:39
_____________________________________

great somg molson goled and arbiss boys

cmon its layl shishi

========================================================================
====
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